Class of 2021 Admissions Decisions Mailed

Thursday marked an early milestone in the journey of Prep’s Class of 2021, as decision letters were mailed to nearly 600 applicants, who hope to take the next step toward Grand & Warren.

Prep’s principal, Mr. James DeAngelo, ’85 (right), and admissions director, Mr. John Irvine, ’83, P’11, prepared admissions letters this week in advance of Thursday’s mailing.
Accepted students will be invited to a special reception on January 29, with registration to follow on the morning of Saturday, February 4.

As the next class of prospective Prepsters awaits the letters, here is a look at another outstanding applicant pool:

By the Numbers:
Class of 2021 Applicant Pool

The pool includes over **925 APPLICANTS**, representing **266 GRAMMAR SCHOOLS** and **163 COMMUNITIES** throughout the region. **78 LEGACY STUDENTS** indicated they have a family member who has graduated from Prep or attends currently. Over **232 HAP GRADUATES** applied for admission, a new record. About **48% OF ACCEPTED STUDENTS** qualify for SCHOLARSHIPS OR FINANCIAL AID, including **146 SCHOLARS** invited to the Ignatian Scholarship or Sheehan Scholarship programs.

*Figures in this infographic include students who did not complete all parts of the application process; decisions were mailed only to those students who submitted complete applications, including essays, COOP scores, and recommendations.*